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Early American 
Military Arms

Ethan Allen and Allen & Wheelock, their Guns and their Legacy
by Paul Henry ............................................................ #Book-EAAW

This guide illustrates and identifies the whole Allen product line, 
with special focus upon Allen & Wheelock, showing how features and 
designs evolved over time. Pepperboxes, inline pistols, boot pistols, 
revolving rifles, Civil War handguns, side hammer revolvers, pocket 
model revolvers, rifles and shotguns, Providence police pistols, target 
pistols, and much more. Hard cover volume of 240 pages. 
#Book-EAAW Ethan Allen and Allen & Wheelock only $58.50

United States Martial Flintlocks ...............................#Book-USMF
by Robert M. Reilly

Over fifteen years of research and writing went into this comprehen-
sive book on American martial firearms. This book details the evolution 
of the flintlock rifle. The early musket contracts are also thoroughly 
covered, as well as “special weapons” such as the blunderbuss and 
wall gun. Hard cover with dust jacket, 263 pages, and 700  black & 
white line drawings, in large 9 x 12” format.  
#Book-USMF U. S. Martial Flintlocks  only $39.99

The Springfield Armoury, 1795 - 1859 ........................... #Book-SA
by Daniel D. Hartzler and James B. Whisker

Study the best work of the early Springfield Armoury in this new vol-
ume filled with the best photography of Dr. Whisker. Rarely seen arms 
include near new specimens of U. S. Model 1795 muskets through the 
U. S. Model 1859 rifled musket. Many rare Springfield pistols, carbines, 
muskets and experiments are shown. A few items may be unique. Hard 
bound, with 240 pages, in 8-1/2 x 11” format. 
#Book-SA The Springfield Armoury, 1795 - 1859 only $45.00

The Southern Arsenal, Harper’s Ferry ........................#Book-TSA
by Daniel D. Hartzler & James B. Whisker

Filled with detail photos of Harper’s Ferry rifles, pistols, and muskets. 
It describes Harper’s Ferry Arsenal from humble beginnings until it 
exploded. Shows variations of early military arms, especially the 
famous U. S. Model 1803 rifle. Many fine 1795 muskets, 1814 rifles, 
1816 muskets, and 1855 rifled muskets are shown.  
#Book-TSA The Southern Arsenal only $45.00

The Eagle on U.S. Firearms ...................................... #Book-EUSF
by John W. Jordan

Stylized eagles have been stamped on government owned or 
manufactured firearms in the United States since the beginning of our 
country. It seems that little or no attempt was made to standardize the 
design of the eagle, hence many different birds appear on the muskets, 
rifles, and pistols made by government arsenals or private contractors. 
This book lists and illustrates the various eagles in an informative 
manner. Most of the national armory examples are represented, as 
well as early contract arms, particularly limited production. Soft cover, 
8-1/2 x 11”, 140 pages, over 200 illustrations.
#Book-EUSF The Eagle on U. S. Firearms only $15.99Of Sorts for Provincials............................................. #Book-OSFP

American Weapons of the French and Indian War
by Jim Mullins

This book boldly displays the firearms, swords, and accouterments 
of the American provincial soldiers during the French and Indian War, 
1754 – 1763. Important early antique guns from the Colonial Wil-
liamsburg Foundation, the Jim Mullins collection, the Wallace Gusler 
collection, and many private collections are shown in the beautiful 
photographs by Ryan Gale. Soft bound 8-1/2” x 11” format of 185 
pages. Full color photos of antique arms up to 22” in landscape format.
#Book-OSFP Of Sorts for Provencials only $33.95

Please have your credit card in hand
when ordering by telephone.

763-633-2500
Our telephone lines are open

Monday - Friday, 9 am to 5 pm CST
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